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Stabilization and Frequency Measurement
of the I -Stabilized Nd : YAG Laser

John L. Hall, Long-Sheng Ma, Matthew Taubman, Bruce Tiemann, Feng-Lei Hong, Olivier Pfister, and Jun Ye

Abstract—We report improved stabilization results for and
progress toward a more accurate frequency measurement of the
532 nm iodine-stabilized system based on a frequency-doubled
Nd : YAG ring laser. We confirm the CCL-adopted frequency well
within its stated uncertainty (�40 kHz).

Index Terms— Laser stabilization, modulation transfer,
Nd : YAG laser, optical frequency measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HERE are a number of attractive metrological features of
the green 532 nm light obtained by frequency-doubling

the output of the commercially available stable Nd : YAG ring
lasers. These advantages include high visibility, exceptionally
low intrinsic frequency and amplitude noise levels, and the
flexibility to realize various power levels as needed from
submilliwatts to literally tens of watts. Because of the strong
absorption and narrow linewidth of the Ilines at 532 nm,
it was realized early on that they form an almost ideal
stabilization medium to complement the diode-pumped stable
Nd : YAG laser. By now, groups at Stanford University [1] and
JILA [2]–[4] have investigated a number of these features,
including hyperfine structures, frequency intervals between
several absorption lines [5], the absolute optical frequency, as
well as some details of building an optical frequency standard
based on this system. The 1997 meeting of Consultative
Committee for Length (CCL) led to a recommended value
for the optical frequency of one particular component,,
of the R(56) 32-0 transition. A number of metrology groups
have built stabilized laser systems based on these hyperfine
resonances, and recently we have participated [6] in the first
international intercomparison with the portable system “Y1”
of the National Research Laboratory for Metrology (NRLM).
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Fig. 1. Frequency stability of frequency-doubled Nd : YAG laser stabilized to
iodine transition at 532 nm using modulation-transfer spectroscopy. Calculated
short-term performance is approximated at short time, but variations of
systematic offsets from the EOM limit performance for times�30 s and
beyond. These contemporary experiments with active control of residual
amplitude modulation appear to offer promising advances of long-term
stability and reproducibility.

II. I MPROVED FREQUENCY STABILIZATION

The large molecular weight of I leads to a low most
probable thermal velocity of 140 m/s. The corresponding
(fractional) second-order Doppler shift is only ,
about the same as that of OsO, the present champion “optical”
frequency reference system [7]. Even for the case of4.9 K
temperature fluctuations, unusual in a modern metrology lab,
the corresponding change in the quadratic Doppler shift still
is only 1 Hz in the green. At the iodine operating pressure
of 0.5 Pa ( 18 C sidearm temperature), a 1C temperature
increase gives a frequency decrease of225 Hz, a shift rate
of 3.2 kHz/Pa. Interestingly, the JILA and NRLM systems
have intensity shifts of similar magnitudes,2 Hz/ W, but
opposite signs, suggesting that wavefront curvature may play
an important role. The use of modulation transfer spectroscopy
[8] should effectively suppress any additive offset due to
spurious amplitude modulation (AM) of the locking system’s
phase modulator. Unfortunately, there are in fact some weak
“molecular grating reflection” terms that do reflect some of the
saturating beam, including its weak AM parts, back toward
the detector. Recent improvements in modulator techniques
are reducing these problems usefully, which can be judged
from the unprecedented low flicker level of our stabilized
system, as shown in Fig. 1. This data also shows the nice value

stability at 1 s obtained by a first-pass optimization of
the system parameters. Apart from some coherent frequency
modulations due to a remediable cause (inadequate thermal
stability of an unfortunately parallel window on one cell), the
Allan deviation averages down tenfold by 100 s to ,
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where it intersects the present flicker level of2.8 Hz, about
of the line’s FWHM. We are optimistic that significant

further advances are possible, despite the unprecedented low
level already demonstrated here. Servo control of the residual
amplitude modulation should be an effective tool. In particular,
the cavity methods studied previously [9] will be helpful in
increasing the signal contrast, even if the remarkable sensi-
tivity [10] of the full noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical
heterodyne molecular spectroscopy (NICE-OHMS) approach
is not needed.

III. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT:
PRINCIPLE, OVERVIEW, AND A FEW DETAILS

Our frequency measurement method is based on the fre-
quency interval bisection idea of [11], and creates a stabilized
diode laser frequency at 632.109 9 nm. This is the midpoint
between the 532 nm radiation of interest and the very effective
secondary standard at 778 nm, based on Doppler-free, two-
photon absorption in Rb atoms [12]. It is a remarkable accident
that the optical frequency of this midpoint is only 660.5 GHz
above the customary HeNe-based, Iodine-stabilized reference
at 633 nm. This interval is readily spanned with Kurogi’s
optical frequency comb generator (OFCG) technique [13].
We are now using auxiliary cavity mirrors at both ends of
the OFCG. At the input, a power-recycling input mirror [14]
serves to vastly reduce the reflection of the cavity’s input
mirror by forming a transmission resonance at (only) the input
optical frequency (from the 633 nm reference system). The
output mirror of the OFCG consists of a closely spaced doublet
[15] that passes only the desired optical frequency sideband
order, the sixty-third in the present case. This comb generator’s
output beam is heterodyned with a portion of the diode laser’s
632 nm output, giving at present some 49 dB SNR in a 100
kHz bandwidth (BW), which approaches sufficiency for direct
counting. By contrast, the UV beat is weaker,15 dB SNR
in the same BW, and requires a tracking oscillator. In fact,
both beats are regenerated with this method. The 778 nm
beam ( 4 mW) and the 532 nm (15 mW) are summed
(single-passed) in an angle-matched crystal (LiIO) while the

1 mW diode light at 632 nm is doubled in a ring cavity
using rubidium di-hydrogen phosphate (RDP) heated to the
phase-match temperature near 46C. Both UV beams are
in the (1–10) nW range so the UV beat is readily obtained
with a miniature fast-response photo multiplier tube (PMT).
Since the diode laser is narrowed to1 kHz linewidth by
fast electronic locking onto a stable reference cavity, the
phase-locked tracking oscillators can have a rather leisurely
attack rate, 40 kHz. When the system is running stably,
we can confirm that the UV beat is counting reliably by
monitoring the limited range of time-domain phase variations
of the noisy input wave on an oscilloscope triggered by the
regenerated digital wave. When locked, phase variations well
below /5 rad rms are observed. This comfortable range is
confirmed also in the balanced mixer/phase-detector output
error signal. Another diagnostic is the 1/ averaging of the
beat’s frequency variation, with a coefficient equal to that of
the HeNe/I reference laser.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the frequency measurement system. The comb
generator uses an auxiliary mirror on the input for improved coupling
efficiency, and on the output to select the single comb line of interest, number
+63. The so-formed optical frequency shifter has a “transmission” of about
10% for the+660 GHz output comb line.

IV. OPTOELECTRONICCONFIGURATION

Fig. 2 shows the layout of our system. The Ti : Sapphire
laser and the Rb two-photon spectrometer are located on their
own (connected) tables, while the JILA pair of Nd:YAG/iodine
spectrometers share a table in another part of the lab. The
red HeNe reference laser (Winters EO Model 100), the offset
laser (1 mW HeNe), and the tunable diode laser are located
on a third large table, along with the frequency doubling
and summing systems, the comb generator system, and the
several heterodyne detectors. Two LambdaMeters are used to
control the diode and Ti : Sapphire lasers’ wavelengths. Four
monomode fibers are used for transporting the beams between
tables for the frequency summing or for the LambdaMeter
connections.

The operating conditions of the 532 nm spectrometer are
presented in [5]. The Rb two-photon spectrometer uses EOM
phase modulation to provide a 2.5 rad peak at 100 kHz,
and synchronously detecting the fluorescence at this fre-
quency to recover a “discriminator” signal, which is integrated
and used to slowly guide the frequency of the prestabilized
Ti : Sapphire laser. Basically, a voltage-controlled-oscillator
(VCO) receives the Rb error correction and sets the frequency
of a large-bandwidth acoustooptic modulator (AOM) to shift
the Ti : Sapphire laser slightly relative to its stable reference
cavity. In this way the induced frequency noise was below 2
kHz in a 1 s averaging time. For the two-photon spectroscopy,
the 8 mW IR input power, (used in a mm beam
without a buildup cavity) should generate an ac Stark shift of
about 2 kHz, according to the data of [12].

Since the 1.3 THz optical offset, measured here as
GHz, is already about 0.2% of the optical frequency, it
is necessary to provide an accurate reference for the RF
synthesizer, which drives the comb generator at 10.5 GHz.
In this work, a very quiet 10 MHz quartz oscillator was used
for that purpose, but its frequency was low by 4.2 parts in
10 , as determined by tracking GPS-generated time marks
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averaged over a few days. Since it was convenient to calculate
the output data on the basis of the synthesizer’s nominal
output frequency, our data appear at frequencies too high by

GHz kHz. This can be seen
from our measurement principle, which may be expressed
essentially by

nm nm nm GHz

UV beat (1)

This leads to

nm nm GHz

nm UV beat (2)

So, remembering also the Rb light shift offset, the as-
measured/plotted frequencies will need to be corrected by

kHz to take these two offsets into account.

V. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT RESULTS

All aspects of this measurement have operated indepen-
dently and well at this time, although the system’s continuous
running time is not yet ideal. The most critical part of
the system seems to be the output filter cavity (finesse
600) of the comb generator: this resonant output-coupler
approach leads to a huge improvement in SNR compared
with a simple comb system, but this is true only when its
passband is tuned to transmit the sideband of interest. A (small)
dither lock to maximize the RF beat power should keep this
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) tuning correct for an extended
time (hours), whereas mere temperature stabilization seldom
provided more than 15 min without compromised signals. A
great convenience is the nice operation of an auxiliary servo
system that measures the red beat (between the diode and the
sixty-third sideband of the HeNe laser) and controls it to be
exactly 25 times a crystal reference frequency, 1.0 or 1.1 MHz
in different runs. The Allan deviation of this control beat is
below for 3 s gate times. So for the frequency
measurement we only need to measure the UV beat versus
time and note the experimental conditions such as synthesizer
settings.

The present status of our preliminary measurements is
summarized in Fig. 3. The first set of measurements on April
16, 1998, shows a small scatter, near just that expected for the
HeNe reference laser performance. The data of April 18, 1998,
are seen to be shifted by15 kHz, which was associated with
an integrator offset of 10 mV that was accidentally imposed
on the HeNe system during this run. (Perhaps the stability was
compromised somewhat as well.) As may be seen from the line
in Fig. 3, these data, after this correction, are fully consistent
with the earlier run. This shift is just twice that calculated from
the measured discriminator slope of 750 Hz/mV, as expected
since we double this laser’s output frequency. The data of
June 8, 15, and 17 are included only to indicate the range of
variations possible when the measuring system is tormented:
tests include varying the match of the bandpass noise filter with
the beat frequency, and changing the gain in the phase-tracking
oscillators for the red and UV.

Fig. 3. Summary of preliminary frequency measurements, plotted as fre-
quency offset from the CCL (1997) value,f(a10) = 563; 260; 223; 471
kHz. All 1998 data subject to corrections discussed in text, totalling (�1.6
� 10) kHz. Data of 4/18/98 shifted by 15 kHz associated with zero offset of
HeNe reference, as shown. All June data taken as diagnostic measurements,
with mismatch of beat and RF filter center frequency, incorrect gain settings
of tracking VCO systems, deliberately reduced beat SNR, low beat signal
size, etc. The data of this figure makes it sure that the CCDL frequency
recommendation is satisfactory, but further systematics tests are underway.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND ACCURACY

EXPECTATIONS FOR THEFUTURE

From Fig. 3, it is clear we are not quite ready to announce
a new and improved value for the absolute frequency of the
Iodine-stabilized Nd : YAG laser. However, equally it is clear
that the recommended value of the 1997 CCL is completely
sound. As for the future possibilities, the intrinsic uncertainty
expected from our measurement system is not more than a
few hundred hertz. The published Rb two-photon standard
is known to 2 kHz, while the physical Rb systems at the
Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et des Fréquences (LPTF) are
known to about 1 kHz [16]. So our Rb 778 nm standard
realization should be confirmed by transporting a system
to Paris for heterodyne comparison. The12 kHz nominal
uncertainty of the HeNe/Isystem was reduced by the 1997
NORAMET Intercomparison in Quer´etaro, Mexico, where the
JILA laser was found to be at (2.3 1.9) kHz relative
to the “as-maintained” BIPM-4 laser.1 Unfortunately, use of
our laser in the intervening time has led to a lower output
power, 45 W instead of 70 W, and so increased the
frequency by (3.0 0.5) kHz. Although our confidence in
this frequency is somewhat weakened, for this interim report
we adopt ( 1 5) kHz as the offset frequency, which appears
doubled in (1) and (2), leading to a total green correction of

kHz kHz.
However, the HeNe reference’s uncertainty soon will be

reduced to the Rb-system’s level by replacing the HeNe with
the summed output from the Rb system and a transportable and
calibrated methane-stabilized laser to be provided by Prof. M.
Gubin of the Lebedev Laboratory: it is another remarkable
accident that Rb CH /HeNe, suitably interpreted, to
within 50 GHz. Thus, within perhaps one year, the frequency
of the exceedingly stable green 532 nm laser light should be
known at a level well below 2 kHz.

1This value is corrected to the CCL-recommended intracavity power of 10
mW (70�W output).
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Indeed, in view of the simplicity and extremely attractive
performance of the Iodine-stabilized Nd : YAG laser system,
at NIST we are seriously considering to building up
a full microwave-to-optical synthesis system, using the
Hänsch–Meschede–Telle [11] optical frequency-interval-
splitting concept (“Divide and Conquer!”). The scheme is
made feasible by practical diode lasers, “designer” nonlinear
crystals such as periodically poled lithium niobate and CDA,
and improvements in Kurogi’s optical comb generator method
[13] to drastically reduce the required number of optical
stages. One attractive scheme focuses around 850 nm and
uses KNbO for the nonlinear crystals. Another interesting
chain converges to 1064 nm, where the comb output could
also serve to measure the Nd : FAP laser at 1126 nm, which
is used for the trapped-Hgoptical clock transition.
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